Enzyme function prediction with interpretable models.
Enzymes play central roles in metabolic pathways, and the prediction of metabolic pathways in newly sequenced genomes usually starts with the assignment of genes to enzymatic reactions. However, genes with similar catalytic activity are not necessarily similar in sequence, and therefore the traditional sequence similarity-based approach often fails to identify the relevant enzymes, thus hindering efforts to map the metabolome of an organism.Here we study the direct relationship between basic protein properties and their function. Our goal is to develop a new tool for functional prediction (e.g., prediction of Enzyme Commission number), which can be used to complement and support other techniques based on sequence or structure information. In order to define this mapping we collected a set of 453 features and properties that characterize proteins and are believed to be related to structural and functional aspects of proteins. We introduce a mixture model of stochastic decision trees to learn the set of potentially complex relationships between features and function. To study these correlations, trees are created and tested on the Pfam classification of proteins, which is based on sequence, and the EC classification, which is based on enzymatic function. The model is very effective in learning highly diverged protein families or families that are not defined on the basis of sequence. The resulting tree structures highlight the properties that are strongly correlated with structural and functional aspects of protein families, and can be used to suggest a concise definition of a protein family.